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ACROSS
1. Original natives of Massachusetts love

Rhode Island (5)
4. He dances wildly around analyst,

gloating (13)
11. A little rip-off (3,1,5,4)
12. Missed a bit of gun-metal (5)
13. Tenant bearing note to go back inside

(7)
14. Flighty bird of ball and bar (11)
15. The Spanish bride-to-be without

classical beauty (5)
17. It brings art into the fold (7)
19. Beats records? (4)
21. One percent German dog the German

rejected and the English expelled (9)
22. In artistic style, spirit is a faux pas (9)
23. Have issue concerning fruit & veg? (9)
26. He's let in with key on first of

November, or the night before (9)
29. Choose a tool (4)
30. It's been done badly when acting's

shambolic (7)
31. Bird's grannies, perhaps (5)
34. Wandering after bottom shuffling (11)
36. Missile destroyed poor Ted (7)
38. A wedding vow, quietly rejected, stands

(5)
39. Tearing iron pipe apart is not

acceptable (13)
41. Log of local events from one who

pursued 15 and her dreadful trousers
(6,7)

42. Sways and dances (5)

DOWN

1. and 2 Arranged "Men of Harlech", got
new beastly work of art (7,2,3,4)

2. See 1 down
3. Bar in swinging Ottawa (5)
4. Promise, promise foul language (5,4)
5. Sexy and much sought after (3)
6. Literally gloomy fantasist - not me (5)
7. Cancelled part of homecoming parade

if ill, unexpectedly (9)
8. Where hands move night and day

(5,3,5)
9. Raise church in Essex town (9)

10. There's trouble in this book (6)
14. Dreadful if the lass is atheist (9)
16. County woman's region of natural

beauty (7,6)
18. Coming down, on fire, in Germany (9)
20. Captain returns signal (4)
21. Lady's nothing but he's a great man (4)
24. Commonly, Duke of Edinburgh and

Queen play the field (9)
25. A French girl in the middle of Acre is

stranger (9)
27. Representatives of Assyria's tyrannical

leaders infiltrating Roman armies (9)
28. Acquit former spouse on single charge

(9)
32. Digs small shelters (7)
33. Protect oneself from cold end (4,2)
35. Biblical character is a returning

accountant (5)
37. Less common, but more bloody (5)
40. You might expect it to make a hole, of

course (3)


